Engage buyers better
than ever before
Meet the Buyer Engagement pillar of the
Seismic Enablement Cloud™.

Does this sound like you?
Engaging with buyers and clients across channels is a time-consuming struggle. You want to speed
up sales cycles with perfectly-timed, personalized content for your prospects and customers — but
it’s hard to stay on brand and still give them hyper-relevant content.

Now, you can quickly and
confidently build relationships
Have prospects thinking “their sales team just
gets me” because you’re delivering such catered,
thoughtful content. Even better? It’s no hassle or
extra time for reps, and you’ll get more time back in
your day.
Spark sales-ready conversations
Easily develop real-life connections with buyers
and clients across social media, SMS, and
email, driving 65% more revenue for new reps.
Stand out from the masses
Capture and keep attention with immersive
experiences, wow-ing prospects for 35% more
leads in your pipeline.
Speed up sales cycles

Don’t just take it from us…

Seismic has helped influence
our ability to give people
what they need, increased
productivity level, engagement,
and content. It also helped
decrease our sales cycles, as
well as time to close.”
Corey Bischoff
SVP of Revenue Technology Operations, Genesys

Move deals forward 12 days faster with
relevant, personalized content for each
stage of the sales cycle.
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A glimpse of how
you can engage
buyers better

Connect
Foster sales-ready relationships and
build rapport at scale via social media,
email, and SMS.

Captivate
Replace sleepy slide decks and proposals
with immersive content, driving buyer
engagement throughout the deal cycle.

Customize
Produce personalized, pitch-perfect
content that’s marketing approved, and
bring it full circle with insights to show
you specifically what resonated with
buyers and clients.
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A powerful platform to grow with you
Your IT and procurement teammates will thank you later.

Scalable

Extensible

Intelligent

We meet the requirements
of the world’s largest
enterprises, but we’re
intuitive and nimble enough
for small teams, too.

We work cohesively with the
tech your business depends
on every day — and have
extensive APIs so devs can
roll their own solutions.

We empower teams with
intelligence that drives databacked behavior and better
business outcomes.
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Buyer Engagement isn’t all
the Seismic Enablement Cloud
can do for you.
Learn more at Seismic.com
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